
Critical Retention Strategies for F2P Games 
 

This is an extra resource to go along with the original article: 

The Big Reasons Players Abandon Your F2P Game 

 
 

 
Do you struggle to retain your mobile F2P players? These retention strategies will help! 

 
Soft Launch Before the Big Day - Let players into your game before your big launch day 
marketing push. This will help you discover reasons people abandon your game before you 
pour cash into acquisition strategies. Make sure you’re happy with your Day 1, Day 7, Day 14, 
and ARPDAU numbers.  
 
Craft a Clear Onboarding Sequence - Instead of a typical tutorial, design an onboarding 
sequence that takes your players through the game’s value. That is, they should do whatever is 
fun about the game during onboarding. They can figure out the UI on their own.  
 
Skip Early Hurdles - Yes, you want your players to create an account, link their social media 
profiles, and make purchases. But in the beginning, these activities can get in the way of the 
player’s fun. They should be playing within three taps of opening the app.  
 
Balance Your Push Notifications - Use notifications that add value by either giving away 
something (“Log back in to collect your daily reward”) or using them to add slight pressure 
(“Your treasure chest expires in 10 minutes”). Avoid spamming the player, however. A great way 
to strike this balance is to let players adjust their notification settings.  
 
Offer Customization Options - Players feel ownership over games when they can customize 
their avatars and profiles. Even basic cosmetics can make them invest themselves. 
 
Keep Players Progressing - No one wants to grind for weeks to achieve the next level, loot the 
chest, or defeat the boss. Instead, create lots of little rewards along the way rather than one big 
reward.  
 
Make Social Elements Part of Your Core Game - People who join in-game communities are 
more likely to stick around. Make clan/squad/guild systems part of the game so players must 
participate to be successful. Once they become invested in the community, they’ll be less likely 
to leave your game because they know they’ll lose that investment.  
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Promote Daily/Weekly Activities - Daily quests aren’t new, but they’ve crept into all sorts of 
games lately. These kinds of tasks reward players for logging in regularly. Over time, players 
develop a habit of coming back.  
 
Create Quality Content Regularly - In a games-as-a-service model, you have to continually 
produce content to retain players. Develop a live ops program and calendar to regularly put out 
content for your players so they don’t get bored.  


